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Founded 1991 | HQ Waterloo, Canada | >12,000 employees | US$2.87B revenue

OpenText is a leading provider of information management and process
automation software, as well as analytics, AI/ML, digital experience,
and business networks. The company describes its broad portfolio
as enterprise information management, spanning both unstructured
content (predominately) and data. By pursuing an acquisition-led
strategy throughout its 30-year history, OpenText has pushed the firm’s
positioning to the edges of the information management market –
often filling in unaddressed or niche spaces overlooked by competitors.1
In doing so, OpenText has made digital process automation a core
component of its overall strategy of putting information to work.

The Company

OpenText has grown to a significant presence
in the Americas, Asia, Europe, the Middle East,
and Africa – now spanning the globe with 95+

OpenText has staked out an enviable position

offices in 31 locations.2 The firm’s aggressive

in the IT market as a profitable $2.87 billion

stance toward strategic acquisitions has been

software vendor specializing in all types of

a driving factor in catapulting OpenText from a

content and content-related technologies.

$912 million company in 2010 to today’s $2.87

These range across web content management;

billion heavyweight.

document management; intelligent capture;
electronic file synch and share; records

Frequent acquisitions have provided

management; governance, risk, and

OpenText with launching pads and R&D

compliance; digital asset management; fax;

runways for grabbing market share, creating

and customer communications software.

new maintenance revenue streams, and

The company is unique in the sense that its

pursuing new or expanded markets. However,

competitors are either significantly larger but

sometimes acquisitions have led to confusion

offer a more diversified portfolio (e.g., IBM,

about overlapping products with unclear

Oracle) or significantly smaller but focus

futures.3 OpenText appears to have learned

exclusively on content-related markets (e.g.,

from those mistakes and has become more

Alfresco Software, Hyland Software, and Kofax).

disciplined in converging its existing product
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lines with new acquisitions as well as providing
better-defined product roadmaps to help
customers delineate between strategic and

Figure 1

OpenText’s Strategic Positioning

maintenance-release-only products.
business
apps

Process automation software is strategic to

low-code

OpenText’s strategy, whether sold alone or
paired with content services, digital asset
management, customer communications
management, or other parts of the portfolio.

customer
experience

The company is constantly acquiring and
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RPA

integrating products, and buyers, consultants,
and industry analysts sometimes overlook
the potential synergies from combining
its low-code process automation product,

content
services

business
operations

AppWorks, with its other offerings.
The advantage? Working with a single vendor

AI/ML

rather than integrating and/or supporting
multiple providers. When evaluating AppWorks’
positioning, it’s a good idea to keep the breadth
of OpenText’s portfolio in mind as an
attractive option.

Market and
Technology Positioning
Digital process automation is key to OpenText’s
positioning as a one-stop shop for contentintensive processes. As a result, AppWorks is
integrated with OpenText Content Services,
OpenText Media Management, OpenText
Documentum, and OpenText Core Share.4 This
integrated approach encompasses content
capture, customer experience, integration with
IoT devices, security, compliance, and digital
supply chain. Although AppWorks supports
highly structured business processes, the
product is particularly well-suited for case
management, which is a style of work involving
highly dynamic, unpredictable, long-running
processes that are usually content-intensive.
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Legend
low-code
0 – no emphasis on low-code
1 – business developer focus
3 – extensive low-code tooling
5 – general purpose low-code
market
RPA
0 – no RPA offering
1 – custom integration
3 – 1+ partners/OOB
connectors
5 – deep partnership/native
RPA
content services
0 – no content support
1 – native content support
3 – partnership with 1+ content
providers
5 – native content services/
management

business operations
0 – focus on CX only
1 – targeting the back office
3 – pre-built use cases for back
office
5 – strategic focus on complex
business operations
customer experience
0 – focus on biz ops only
1 – focus on CX for biz ops
3 – targeting sales and
marketing
5 – strategic focus on end-toend CX-centric processes
business apps
0 – no focus on business apps
1 – pre-built templates/forms
for specific processes
3 – 1+ pre-built apps >50%
packaged
5 – fully packaged apps

AI/ML
0 – no focus on AI/ML
1 – initial insights/
experimentation
3 – multiple AI/ML deployments
(e.g., capture, next best
action, NLP)
5 – native AI/ML in DPA product
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AppWorks also provides a connector that

OpenText has been slow to focus on RPA

integrates process automation and content

but over the past year has connected

services with Microsoft, Salesforce, SAP,

AppWorks with leading RPA vendors,

and Oracle. Heterogeneous integration with

including UiPath, Blue Prism, Automation

these partners supports multi-directional

Anywhere, Kofax RPA, and Servicetrace.

process flows and an integrated UI, with

OpenText does not resell third-party RPA

AppWorks matching and synchronizing

products. Given the company’s constant

roles and permissions with the external

tug toward acquisitions, an RPA purchase is

applications. OpenText has a long history

inevitable, although this may take a while to

of working closely with SAP, making this

play out (in Deep Analysis’s opinion).6

5

partnership a differentiator in ERP-related
deals. OpenText’s information extraction
service (i.e., the integration of capture and RPA
with SAP) allows 80% of the metadata from
spreadsheets, email, and documents to be
entered without human touch.

OpenText is first and foremost a
content vendor that capitalizes upon
and leverages process automation for
content-intensive business processes.
By offering content services and process
automation in a single platform, OpenText

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of

supports, automates, and manages content

OpenText’s strategic positioning. (Note:

in action throughout its full lifecycle

this radar graphic is not a product analysis

within business processes. This includes

or product rating; rather, it represents

intelligently capturing external content,

vendor positioning within the digital process

managing content within structured

automation market.)

and case management processes, and

A deeper analysis of the categories on the
graph shows:

– through integration with customer
communications management – creating
outbound customer-centric content.

AppWorks is a low-code process
automation solution with configurable
pre-built tools, templates, forms, and
connectors for business analysts and
developers. In addition, OpenText supports
entity modeling as its low-code approach
for designing processes. With entity
modeling, the named variables in one
process can be reused in other processes,
saving significant time and cost when

OpenText Magellan is the firm’s AI/ML
data analytics platform and uses both
OpenText products and external sources
to analyze data and content. The process
automation teams are currently assessing
how to apply Magellan and other AI/ML
solutions to process mining and discovery,
process design, and other process
automation components.

automating multiple processes for business

Business operations is a core competency

transformation. OpenText’s low-code

for OpenText. Like most other content and

tooling is specifically focused on process

process automation vendors, OpenText

automation. In other words, OpenText is

cut its teeth automating strategic business

not pursuing the general purpose low-code

processes in business operations and

market for application development.

across back offices. Examples of its many
use cases include DHFL Pramerica Life
Insurance, Bangkok Airways, and Alberta
Energy Regulator.
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Customer experience is a newer focus

move and has been bolstered by a C-suite

for OpenText but one with significant

decision to put more resources into packaged

potential. OpenText has a (largely

process applications.

untapped) window into customer
experience processes via integration with

Advice to Buyers

its customer communications management
product offering. The firm has also won
AppWorks deals in customer-facing

Shortlist the OpenText content/process

business processes, including the Alberta

suite if you seek to automate complex case

Energy Regulator and Bangkok Airways.

management processes, business processes

Out-of-the-box, process-driven business
apps are strategic, with a clear roadmap
to deliver applications and process
accelerators (starting in 2019 and going
through 2021). OpenText has already
developed a packaged application, Contract
Center, and is busy working on more.
These applications are sold by the OpenText
sales force.

that are highly regulatory and complianceoriented, and processes that require integration
with multiple packaged enterprise applications.
If you have a broad focus on content
technologies, push OpenText to describe how
they integrate with the many products in their
portfolio. (Sometimes OpenText employees
take the broad portfolio for granted and
don’t sufficiently articulate the ways in which
AppWorks is integrated with a slew of OpenText
technologies.)

Our Opinion
OpenText is a leading vendor in the
information management market
(particularly in content) and has a highly
competitive process automation product in
AppWorks. Although OpenText offers content

Endnotes
1

OpenText uses the term “enterprise information market” (or

EIM) to describe the market more typically called “information

and process in a single-solution server and

management.”

targets content-intensive case management

2 Regional headquarters include Waterloo, Canada; Sydney,

use cases and solutions, AppWorks can hold

Australia; and Munich, Germany.

its own against process-only competitors. The

3 One misfire occurred several years ago when the company

company has a clear roadmap to add more

offered four separate process automation technologies before

low-code functionality for business analysts

whittling the products down to today’s single strategic platform.

and businesspeople, integrate AppWorks with

4 OpenText Media Management is digital asset management

additional external products, deepen existing

software obtained through the Artesia Technologies acquisition,

integrations, and develop a suite of packaged

OpenText Documentum is content services software acquired from
EMC, and OpenText Core Share is a file sharing and collaboration

apps targeted at cross-industry and industry-

service.

specific processes. Next up? OpenText needs to

5 AppWorks integrates with Microsoft Office 365 and SharePoint;

decide how to best pursue the RPA market and

SAP’s S/4HANA, CRM, ERP, PLM, SCM, SRM and Success Factors;

begin to communicate its strategy for leveraging

Oracle’s e-Business Suite, and Salesforce Customer 360.

AI/ML in the AppWorks platform. The focus on

6 See RPA and Process Automation—It’s An Upside Down World

packaged business applications is a strategic

https://www.deep-analysis.net/2019/10/rpa-and-process-
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SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

A single platform for content and process

Acquire an RPA vendor

automation

Leverage Magellan (AI/ML) within AppWorks (e.g.,

The most expansive content product portfolio of

analyze workstreams for pattern recognition;

the process automation vendors

predictive process mining)

Pre-integration with OpenText products (content

Develop additional packaged process applications;

services, digital asset management, customer

use to expand AppWorks wins

communications management, and file sharing/
collaboration)
Long track record integrating process and content
with SAP and Microsoft
Entity modeling approach for low-code
process design

Opportunities

Results

Win new business through packaged process

Customer wins at Alberta Energy Regulator and

applications

Bangkok Airways

Develop new value-add features via integration

Expansion into packaged process apps (a long-

with customer communications management;

term strategic goal)

use to pivot into customer experience processes
Cross-sell OpenText portfolio with AppWorks by
messaging more effectively to the marketplace
and sales force
Drive larger deal sizes for AppWorks
Clearly communicate advantages of SAP
integration partnership

Research Series: Digital Process Automation
State of the Market
This report is part of Deep Analysis’s Digital Process Automation State of the
Market research series, which includes these reports:
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Current Assessment 2019
State of the Digital Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025
Vendor Vignettes for Digital Process Automation Vendors
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Deep Analysis

About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

About the Author
Connie Moore is Vice President and
Principal Analyst at Deep Analysis.
She joined the firm after four years

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

as Senior Vice President, Research, at

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

Digital Clarity Group, and more than

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

twenty years as Research Director and
Vice President at Forrester Research.
Connie is a widely acclaimed speaker,
advisor, consultant, and expert in
digital process automation, customer
experience management, digital

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

experience platforms, and content

future market opportunities.

services. In 2014 Connie received the

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

globally recognized Marvin Manheim

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

Award for influence, contribution,

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Workflow Management Coalition's

and distinction based on standout
contributions to the field of workflow
and business process management.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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